
Get a complete picture of your 
security posture for just $1
Simplify cloud security with end-to-end policy as code in a single tool

Fugue, a cloud security and compliance tool, is available for 
just $1 for one month. Fugue empowers cloud engineering 
and security teams to prove continuous compliance, build 
security into your AWS (and multi-cloud) cloud deployments, 
and eliminate misconfigurations.

Get added visibility and value on day 1. 
You can’t secure what you can’t see. Fugue provides  an 
interactive map of your cloud runtime and infrastructure as 
code resources so you immediately see vulnerabilities, your 
compliance posture, and how resources are connected. 

Use Fugue and in 30 days you’ll... 
•   Gain a detailed and interactive view of your security posture 

in 15 minutes of connecting your environment.

•   Apply policy as code using standard compliance families 
such as SOC2, HIPPA, AWS Well-Architected Framework, etc. 
to support your compliance reporting needs.  

•   Shift left by applying the same policies to your infrastructure 
as code in development and in CI/CD.

It’s super easy to get started

Connect your environment through read-only 
role access (no agents required)

Generate a visualization of your environment 
and security posture within 15 minutes

Schedule a consultation with a solution 
architect to optimize your trial experience and 
accelerate your security and compliance journey

$1 promo is offered as a  
Private Offer through the

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/seller-profile?id=df44ddb9-54bd-462f-a14c-1625124ec122


Reduce your risk, cost, and engineering 
time by modernizing your AWS cloud security
Fugue automates cloud security and compliance from code to runtime

Fugue is the only platform with a unified policy engine 
so you can operationalize security both pre- and post-
deployment. With Fugue, you can run security checks 
on your AWS CloudFormation and Terraform during 
development and in CI/CD. Receive fast feedback and 
remediation guidance so you deliver secure cloud 
infrastructure faster. Once deployed, leverage one-click 
compliance reporting and interactive posture maps to 
identify and remediate any vulnerabilities.

Automate compliance reporting and dashboards 
Spend less time on manual audits and continuously 
prove cloud compliance to auditors and stakeholders 
with informative dashboards, one-click reports and 
automated notifications.

 

Centralize reporting for cloud and IaC security 
Track cloud compliance progress and automate 
reporting for management and auditors.

 

 

Use pre-built rules mapped to industry  
compliance families  
Leverage turnkey coverage for SOC 2, HIPAA, ISO 27001, 
CIS Foundations Benchmarks for Amazon Web Services, 
AWS Well-Architected Framework, and more. Or, develop 
custom rules to address internal security policies that 
address multiple resource vulnerabilities.

Manage multi-cloud environments in one tool 
Use the same tool with a single policy engine across 
all platforms and cloud environments — or to simply 
facilitate migration to AWS. 

To learn more speak with your AWS representative or visit:  www.fugue.co/cloud-security-aws

Inquiries: hello@fugue.co
Call us: 1.844.463.8483
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